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Abstract—In this paper, we proposed a new approach for drawing rooted trees on circles. Previous approaches either draw entire
tree on a single circle or draw too many circles that every node and its children are on a new circle. As a result, they only work well on
limited kinds of trees. In contrary, our approach adaptively choose how many circles to use based on a single user input and it can be
generalized well to all kinds of trees. Our approach has three phases. First, we recursively divide the tree into a hierarchy of subtrees
according to the user input. The subtrees are then processed from bottom to top of the hierarchy and each of them is drawn around
a separated circle. Finally, layout of subtrees are assembled together to form the layout of the entire tree.
Comparing to previous methods, our approach obtains both compact and pleasing tree drawings with less bends. Furthermore,
our method naturally supports visualization interactions, such as locally zooming in/out, when user navigates the drawings. Several
examples are provided to demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.
1 INTRODUCTION
Trees, especially rooted trees, are usually used to represent hierarchi-
cal data, such as file systems, biological taxonomy, social organiza-
tions, internet routing, genealogy and so on. They effectively capture
and reflect the way that human organize information [16].
Visualization of trees is very important. Not only because it pro-
vides a great deal of insights of the tree data sets, but also because it
can incorporate the powerful pattern analysis ability of human being
in processing of those data sets. Moreover, visualization of trees is
very useful for visualization of complex graphs. Take spare graphs for
an example, visualizing their spanning trees give good start points for
visualizing the entire graph. Another category of examples are com-
pound graphs that are composed of hierarchy skeletons and additional
edges. Drawing skeletons as trees and drawing additional edges as
bundles [10] suggests an effective way of visualizing those graphs.
Extensive research have been done in visualization of trees. Draw-
ing nodes on circles is one of the most popular and well studied ap-
proaches among them. It naturally presents the hierarchical relations
in trees by putting children on circles centered at their parents. At the
same time, it fully utilizes the 2D spatial space. By considering how
many circles are used in the drawings, this approach can further be
classified to two categories. The first category uses only one circle or
a group of concentric circles. The other category uses as many circles
as interior nodes and each interior node and its children are drawn on a
separate circle. The former category works very well with spare trees
or trees with low degree nodes. In contrary, the latter category works
well on dense trees. Neither of them generalizes well to all kinds of
trees.
In this work, we have proposed a new approach that draws trees
on circles. Our approach adaptively determines the number of cir-
cles to use in the visualization. Our method consists of three phases:
create the subtree hierarchy, layout subtrees and assemble subtree lay-
outs. The subtree hierarchy is created based on a node degree thresh-
old specified by the user. More specifically, we traverse the tree in
Depth First Search (DFS) order. If degree of the node is larger than
the threshold, we create a new subtree for the node and its descendants
and represent them as a single node in current subtree. Those subtrees
further forms a subtree hierarchy. In the second phase, we layout sub-
trees from bottom to top of the hierarchy compactly around a circle.
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Finally, we assemble the layouts of all subtrees to form the layout of
the entire tree data set.
Our method is very efficient. Comparing with previous approaches,
our method generates tree drawings that are more compact and easier
to perceive with less bends of edges. In visualizations of several real
data sets, our method gives the most appealing results.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We briefly review
related works in Section 2. After that, in Section 3, we explain our
motivation behind this work, followed by details of our algorithm. Re-
sults and comparisons are provides in Section 4 and we conclude in
Section 5.
2 PREVIOUS WORKS
Extensive researches have been done for drawing trees and we review
the ones closely related to our work in this section.
Top-down drawing of binary trees was first proposed by Wetherell
and Shannon [23] in 1979. The linear time algorithm put the same
level nodes at a horizontal line. It is later improved by Reingold and
Tilford [17] to use less spatial space. Walker [11] extent this top-down
approach to trees of unbounded degrees with an increase of running
time to quadratic. In 2002, Buchheim et al. [3] improved Walker’s
approach to linear running time while keeping visual results the same.
Radial drawing of trees, which draws the same level nodes at con-
centric circles, was proposed by Eades [5] in 1992. This method makes
a good usage of 2D space and keeps clear level representations of the
tree hierarchies. However, the drawing tends to look crowed at nodes
that have many children and it does not support individual node size
constrains.
Circular drawing of trees was proposed by Melanc¸on and Her-
man [16] in 1998. Instead of treating the tree as a single strict hier-
archy, their method naturally interprets the tree as a group of hierar-
chies between nodes and their children. Children are drawn on a circle
with their parent at the center. The layout of the entire tree is recur-
sively determined. However, their approach suffer from exponential
decrease of edge length for nodes low in the hierarchy [16]. Teoh and
Ma [20] improved circular drawing with ring structures. Their method
places children of a node on concentric “rings” instead of a single cir-
cle to obtain better spatial space utilization. Later, Lin and Yen [15]
improved circular/balloon drawing by optimizing the angle resolution
and aspect ratio of the drawing. The optimization can be reduced to
a matching problem that can be solved in polynomial time. Grivet et
al. [8] proposed the bubble layout approach similar to circular draw-
ings. Their method obtains better tradeoff between angle resolution
and edge length by using enclosing circles for computing angle reso-
lutions.
Cone trees, proposed by Robertson et al. [18] in 1991, visual-
izes big heirarchies in three dimension. However, it suffers from vi-
sual clutter when the hierarchy has more than 1000 nodes [4]. Several
techniques have been proposed since to address this issue, including
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Fig. 1. Visualizing a tree “Mathmatics Genealogy” using radial layout, bubble tree layout, force-directed layout and our method.
the visualization system fsviz by Carriere and Kazman [4] and the Re-
configurable Disc Tree (RDT) approach by Jeong and Pang [12]. Note
that the later approach could handle subtrees with nonuniform sizes
(SNS).
Treemap is proposed by Johnson and Shneiderman [13] [19] [21].
By making full utilization of spatial spaces, this method easily visu-
alize very large hierarchies. Bruls et al. [2] extent it to Squarified
Treemaps which uses rectangles that approximate squares. Bederson
et al. [1] proposed ordered and quantum treemaps to better handle dy-
namic data and fixed-sized elements.
Tree interaction draws a lot of attention from researchers as the
great improvements in tree drawing techniques. Simple interaction
techniques can be implemented in tree drawing by changing the node
size or tree roots [16] and this is widely supported in many existing
tree drawing techniques. Advanced interaction technique includes hy-
perbolic browser [14], fisheye view [7] and etc. We refer user to the
survey by Herman et al. [9] for more completed coverage.
3 OUR ALGORITHM
We start this section by comparing previous researches that motivate
our work. Details of our algorithm are explained afterwards.
3.1 Overview
As mentioned in previous section, drawing trees with circles is very
natural and effective and most of previous approaches have applied
this strategy, including radial drawing, circular/ballon/bubble drawing
and cone trees. Those approaches can be classified to two categories
by considering how many circles are used (count concentric circles as
one). Radial drawing puts all the nodes on a big circle which com-
poses of several concentric circles. All other approaches generate a
new circle for each interior node. Those two categories work like two
extremes, one circle or as many circle as interior nodes. A tree “Math-
ematics Genealogy”1 which represents genealogy of 1040 mathemati-
cians is visualized in Figure 1. the left two results are obtained with
radial drawing and bubble drawing respectively. They both have ad-
vantages and disadvantages. One circle works well for low degree
nodes in trees, but it tends to look too crowded for high degree nodes.
On the contrary, creating a separated circle for every node works very
well for high degree nodes, but it wastes a lot of spaces for low degree
nodes, especially when they are near to the root. Zooming in examples
of data “Mathematics Genealogy” are shown in figure 2, in which we
have selected two subtrees and zoomed in to their radial layouts and
bubble layouts respectively.
This observations are further confirmed when we apply force-
directed layout methods to draw trees. Force-directed layout meth-
ods simulate trees or graphs as physical systems in which nodes are
charges repulsing each other and edges are springs attracting con-
nected nodes together. The final drawing can be approximated by
1http://genealogy.math.ndsu.nodak.edu/
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Fig. 2. Node degrees affect qualities of tree drawings. Left two images
show zooming in of one subtree of “Mathmatics Genealogy” drawn with
radial and bubble methods respectively; right two images show zooming
in of another subtree of the same data. Roots of subtrees are labeled.
several circles, neither a single circle nor a lot of circles, as the force-
directed layout of “Mathematics Genealogy” shown in the third image
of Figure 1.
Our algorithm is inspired by the above observations. On one hand,
put all nodes on one circle is compact but could be very crowded when
node degree is large; on the other hand, put all nodes on as many cir-
cles as interior nodes gives spacious results but they could be wast-
ing spaces and be troublesome when the tree is far from balanced or
sparse. In stead, our approach combines the advantages of both ap-
proaches. We create separated circles for all nodes whose degrees are
above a pre-selected threshold. This generates tree drawings that are
globally spacious and locally compact. Our result of “Mathematics
Genealogy” is shown in the last image of Figure 1, together with re-
sults (left to right)obtained by radial drawing[5], bubble drawing[8],
force-directed layout method[6]. Our approach generates the best re-
sult and is more similar to force-directed layout.
More specifically, our algorithm consists of three phases, dividing
phase, layout phase and assembling phase. We first divide the tree into
several subtrees each of which is rooted by a high degree node. Then
every subtree is laidout around a separated circle later with a novel
method. Finally layouts of the subtrees are assembled together to get
the drawing of the entire tree.
3.2 Preliminaries
Before going any further, let’s define the terms that are used in this
work. A (rooted) tree T = {N,E} is a directed acyclic graph. N and
E are the nodes and edges, respectively. The root of T is a node r
which has a unique directed path to all other nodes. The length of
the path defines the level of a node. Node n is called a leaf if it has
only incoming edges, otherwise, it is an interior node. The ancestors
of a node n are all nodes on the directed path from root r to n. The
descendants of n are all nodes on directed paths from n. We define
the parent of n, p(n) or inad j(n), as the node adjacent to n among
ancestor(n) and define the children of n, c(n) or outad j(n) as the nodes
adjacent to n among descendant(n).
3.3 Create subtree hierarchy
We divide the tree to subtrees by thresholding node degrees. The algo-
rithm is shown in Algorithm 1. We traverse the tree in DFS order by
calling the recursive procedure DivideSubTree from the root with a
new subtree and a new list that records the leaves of the tree. First the
node is added to the current subtree. Various actions are taken depend-
ing on the node degree afterwards. If current node degree is larger than
the threshold t, we create a new subtree rooted at this node and push
the new subtree into a global tree stack which will be utilized in next
phase to compute subtree layouts. At the same time, we create a new
list to record leaves of the new subtree and push it into another dedi-
cated stack. Since all descendants of current node will be in the new
subtree, current node appears as a leave in current subtree. Thus we
need to add current node to current subtree leaves list. On the other
hand, we also add current node’s parent to the new subtree so that
space will be preserved for the edge between them when computing
the layout. We then traverse to its children with the new subtree and
new leaves list. Otherwise, if current node has children, we traverse to
its children with the current subtree and leaves list; if not, current node
is a leaf and we add it to current leaves list.
Within linear time, the entire tree is divided to subtrees that form a
hierarchy. The level of a subtree in this hierarchy is similar to the level
of their root nodes in the original tree. The smaller the root node level
is, the topper the subtree is in the hierarchy and same root node level
gives same subtree level in the hierarchy.
Algorithm 1 Create subtree hierarchy
    // global variables initialization
t ← pre-selected threshold
    pTreeStack← new stack
pTreeLeavesStack← new stack
    // the recursive procedure
procedure DivideSubtrees(n:node, pCurTree:tree, pCurTreeLeaves:list)
begin
add n to pCurTree
if n’s degree is larger than the threshold t then
               // create a new subtree rooted at n
pNewTree← new tree          
               set n as the root of pNewTree
               push pNewTree to pTreeStack
               // n is a leaf in pCurTree
add n to pCurTreeLeaves
               pNewTreeLeaves ← new list
push pNewTreeLeaves to pTreeLeavesStack
// add parent of n to the new subtree
add p(n) to pNewTree 
// traverse to children
for each node n1 in outadj(n)       
                     DivideSubTrees(n1, pNewTree, pNewTreeLeaves)
else if n’s degree is larger than 0 then
               // n is not a leaf node, traverse to children
for each node n1 in outadj(n)  
                     DivideSubTrees(n1, pCurTree, pCurTreeLeaves)
else
               // n is a leaf
               add n to pCurTreeLeaves
end
3.4 Layout subtrees
We layout subtrees in a sequential order starting from bottom of the
subtree hierarchy. Because the lower level subtree appears as a leaf in
the subtree one level higher, its layout provides necessary information,
in particular, size requirement, to the layout computation of the latter.
The order is exactly saved in the subtree stack. Thus, we just layout
each subtree that is popped out of the stack.
Each subtree is essentially a new tree without high degree nodes
except the root. It is a good idea to draw it around a single circle, like
radial layout. However, putting all nodes on regular concentric circles
wastes a lot of space especially when the subtree is not balanced which
is generally the case. An example from the “Mathmetics Genealogy”
is shown in the left image of Figure 3. In comparison, our new method
provides more compact results (right image). Please note that subtrees
lower than this one in the hierarchy are not considered in this example.
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Fig. 3. Subtree layout computed with radial method (left) and our
method (right).
Our new method layouts the subtree based on node size constrains
and it works as follows. We put the root of the subtree at origin and
place all other nodes in breath first search (BFS) order using the follow
equation:
~n = dn ∗ (cos(θn),sin(θn)) (1)
~n represents the 2D coordinates of node n. θn and dn are the angle and
distance of n with respect to the root at the origin.
We borrowed this equation from the radial method [5]. Moreover,
we computed the node angles θ in the same way. We fist compute
a metric for each node that sums node sizes of leaves in its descen-
dants. We initialize the angular resolution of root to 2pi . The angular
resolutions of children are obtained by proportionally dividing that of
their parent based on the metric. Finally, the median of the angular
resolution is the angle θ for every node. We refer user to [5] for more
details.
We compute the distance d differently from the radial method. In
their approach, d are set to nature numbers which place nodes on
equally spaced concentric circles. In our approach, d is solved ex-
plicitly from node size constrains which generates compact and flex-
ible layouts. Those constrains are represented as the following four
conditions:
dn > size(n)+ size(r)
dn > size(n)/sin(Θn/2)
dn >= dp(n)
||~n−~q||> size(n)+ size(q), q ∈ ancestor(n)\{r}
(2)
size(n) represents the size of node n. We assume all nodes are spheres,
thus size(n) is the radius of node n. Θn is the angular resolution taken
by node n. p(n) is the parent node of n. || · || is the vector norm
operator. The first two condition ensure that n does not collide with
the root and only occupies its own angular resolution. They have been
widely used in previous methods. The third condition requires distance
of n to be at least the distance of its parent which further ensures that
all edges are orientating outwards from the root. Similar condition
has been applied in radial method. The fourth condition is new and
it ensures that n does not collide with any node q from its ancestors.
Since root r is already considered in the first condition, we remove r
when evaluating the forth condition.
The forth equation can further be expressed as follows, assuming
the coordinate of q is (qx,qy):
(d ∗ cos(θ)−qx)2 +(d ∗ sin(θ)−qy)2 > (size(n)+ size(q))2 (3)
The above inequality turns to a quadratic equation if we set both sides
equal to each other. The solution can be efficiently computed if the
quadratic equation has roots.
d > qx ∗ cos(θ)+qy ∗ sin(θ)+
sqrt((size(n)+ size(q))2− (qx ∗ sin(θ)−qy ∗ cos(θ))2)
(4)
Otherwise, n and q will never collide and this condition automatically
holds.
It is necessary to considering all ancestors of n in the forth con-
dition, because n could collide with any other node in its ancestors
without colliding with its parent. An example is shown in Figure 4
with only part of the tree displayed. r is the root and parent of q1.
q1 is the parent of q2 and q2 is the parent of n. Dot circles represent
the sizes of nodes and dot lines represent the starts and ends of node
angular resolutions. Dark lines are the edges. Note that n collides with
its grandparent but not its parent.
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Fig. 4. Node can collide with any nodes in its ancestors. Note here n
collides with its grandparent q1 but not its parent q2.
However, organizing nodes compactly based on Equations 1 and 2
may lead to crossings in the final layout. See figure 5 for an exam-
ple. r is the root and it has a child n1. n2 and n3 are two of the many
children of n1 and n3 further have two children n4 and n5. Because n3
has two children, it has a larger angular resolution than the same level
child n2 and it is much nearer to root r and parent n1. Even though
the angles ensure that n2 is counterclockwise before n3 with respect
to the root, the distance difference allows n3 to be counterclockwise
before n2 with respect to their parent. The disorder further leads to
edge crossings. This does not appear in radial layout method. Because
nodes at same level are always placed at the same distance to the root
no matter how large their angular resolution is. In our compact ap-
proach, nodes with larger angular resolutions tend to be nearer to the
root for better utilization of spatial space. As a result, same level nodes
may have very different distances to the root.
We have proposed a robust and efficient method to solve this prob-
lem. Essentially, edge crossings are caused by disorders of children
with respect to their parent which are caused by inappropriate dis-
tances. Fixing them to their correct orders which are defined by their
angles is exactly a sorting problem. In particular, as we are placing
nodes in BFS order, after finishing all children nodes of the same par-
ent, we detect disorders between neighboring children with three-point
orientation tests. If the orientation test fails, we compute a new posi-
tion for the shorter distance node by solving a line intersection prob-
lem. As shown in the right image of Figure 5, a new position for n3
is computed by intersecting two lines that are defined by points pairs
(r,n3) and (n1,n2), respectively. The intersection provides a better
distance for n3 to correct the order. We can further multiply the dis-
tance by a scalar slightly larger than 1.0 to separate the two lines more
clearly. We keep examining all neighboring nodes until no disorder ex-
ist. This procedure works exactly like bubble sort. Better method such
as quick sort can be applied. However empirically we found that node
disorders or crossings happen very rare and current method works very
well.
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Fig. 5. Edge crossings caused by compact node placement (left) and
they can be detected and removed by a sorting method (right).
Finally, we have the compact and correct layout for current subtree.
Since it corresponds to a single node in subtree one level higher, we
need to find out the size of current subtree so that we can preserve
enough spaces when layouting upper level subtrees. In particular, we
compute the smallest enclosing circle that encloses all nodes in current
subtree. Actually we only need to consider the leaf nodes that we have
collected in Algorithm 1. we have applied the smallest enclosing circle
approach from Bubble tree layout [8] which is originally proposed by
Welzl [22]. The method gives the optimal solution in a linear average
running time. We refer user to [8] for more details. After all, the
complexity of this phase is approximately O(nlog(n)), which is very
close to linear in real tests.
3.5 Assemble layout of subtrees
Previous phase put all subtrees at the origin. To assemble them to-
gether, we fix the subtree containing the root. Then we traverse the
tree in DFS order and apply transformations to every subtree that is
being visited. The transformation only has rotation and translation but
not scaling because subtree sizes are considered when computing their
layouts. The way that the transformation is computed is shown in Fig-
ure 6. In this example, we have two subtrees Tr and Tr1 which are
rooted at r and r1, respectively. r1 is a child of r, thus Tr1 is considered
as a node in Tr when computing the layout of Tr. The node is centered
at o whose size is equal to the size of Tr1 ’s enclosing circle E centered
at o′. r is also mirrored by a node r′ with unit size in Tr1 so that space
is preserved for the edge between r and r1 when computing layout of
Tr1 . A pair of translation and rotation is needed to assemble Tr1 to Tr.
In particular, the translation moves o′ to o as shown in the middle im-
age and the rotation aligns line (o′,r′) against line (o,r) as shown in
the right image.
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Fig. 6. Assembling two subtrees with a translation and a rotation.
This is exactly the same procedure as explained in coordinate as-
signment in Bubble tree layout [8]. However, there are still some
problems in this approach, as shown in the right image in Figure 6.
The edge (r,r1) (in red) is not spaced well with other edges from r1.
The reason is that r′ is a approximation of r in Tr1 since Tr1 is drawn
before Tr. The exact position of r lies somewhere along the line (o′,r′)
instead of line (r1,r′) because of the enclosing circle algorithm. As a
result, r′ could be a very bad approximation of r when two conditions
simultaneously exist. First, r and r′ have different distances from r1
which is very usual. Second, o′ is very far from r1 which means the
enclosing circle is not at the root. Under these two conditions, r will
take a different angle than r′ with respect to r1 which further causes
the problem shown in right image of Figure 6.
Our solution is very simple. After we know the exact position of
r with respect to r1, we correct the angular resolution of r′ and shift
angular resolutions of all other nodes in Tr1 accordingly. All those op-
erations can be done before computing the transformation and a much
better assembled layout can be obtained as shown in Figure 7.
4 RESULTS
We have tested our approach with many real tree data sets. Node de-
gree threshold of 6 is used in most results except described explicitly.
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Fig. 7. Assembling subtrees with transformations may lead to unpleas-
ant spacing at the edge (in red) connection the subtrees (left). We solve
the problem by applying an angular resolution correction at the lower
level subtrees (right).
Comparisons between our approach and previous approaches includ-
ing radial layout and bubble tree layout are also provided to demon-
strate the advantage of our algorithm.
Figure 8 shows the drawings of data set “sp500-tree”. It represent
a spanning tree of a stock graph which represents cross correlations
of price fluctuation of 365 stocks from the S&P 500. Our approach
generates better drawings comparing to results by radial layout and
bubble layout. Moreover, a zoomed in part (marked by red square)
in bubble layout result shows their problem in the subtree assembling
phase. We are free of this kind of problems in our approach.
Figure 9 shows the drawing of data set “facebook-tree”. It is a
spanning tree extracted from a social network with 356 users on Face-
book.com. Some users have many friends while some other users only
have a few. The characteristic of the dataset makes it very challenge
for the radial tree drawing method which will have some parts of the
drawing too crowded and some other parts too sparse. The bubble tree
drawing method works well and our method is even better when draw-
ing the low degree nodes. The result by force-directed method also
suggests that our way of choosing circles/subtrees are more appropri-
ate, comparing to the radial method which has a single circle and the
bubble method which has a separate circle for each interior node.
Figure 10 shows the drawing of data set “booktag-tree” which rep-
resents a spanning tree of a small network “booktag” that has 205 book
tags. An edge means two tags have been used for the same book. This
dataset is very sparse with many low degree nodes and it is especially
challenge for the bubble tree drawing method which will waste a lot
of spatial spaces as shown in the second image. The radial tree draw-
ing method works well as shown in the first image. But our method
generats an even better drawing that is more compact and pleasing as
shown in the third image. The result in last image is also obtained
with our method. We have changed the node degree threshold to 10.
As a result, only two subtrees are created comparing to five subtrees in
the result shown in the third image. We have also enlarged size of the
node labeled “English Fiction” so that it is well spaced from the root
labeled “British Fiction”.
Our algorithm is implemented in C++ based on The Visualization
ToolKit (VTK) and the Tulip graph visualization library.
5 CONCLUSION
We have proposed a new approach for drawing trees that adaptively
choose how many circle to use. Our approach divide the tree into sub-
trees based on a user specified threshold. Each subtree is then drawn
compactly based on size constrains around a circle centered at the sub-
tree root. All subtrees are finally assembled together to form the final
tree drawings. Our approach can be well generalized to all kinds of
graph.
Currently, our subtree drawing method requires nlog(n) running
time for n nodes. A future direction to investigate is a new subtree
layout method that takes linear time. Instead of acquiring the thresh-
old from users, we are also looking forward to a mechanism that can
automatically suggest good threshold candidates to draw the trees.
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Fig. 8. “sp500-tree” drawn with radial layout (left), bubble layout with zooming in (middle) and our method (right).
Fig. 9. From left to right: “facebook-tree” drawn with radial layout, bubble layout, our method and force-directed method.
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Fig. 10. From left to right: “booktag-tree” drawn with radial layout, bubble layout, our method and again our method but that we have used a larger
user input and a different size for node labeled “English Fiction”.
